
Togaf Vision Phase - A

1. Your thinking should be at 20,000ft

create a baseline view

business architecture

information architecture

technology architecture

need to look at the culture of
the organisation

think BTEP, PESTLE

BOSCARD

need to clearly identify the
stakeholders

define their concerns

define their viewpoints

develop a communications plan

are there any interoperability issues

what are the requirements

what are the risk

if the work is done

if the work isn't done

initial risks

residual risks

what are the current
capabilities spider/radar graphs are a useful tool

what are the target capabilities spider/radar graphs are a useful tool

Other change initiatives
other programmes and projects
that might be executing

2. High level capability models

3. Value Chaining

4.

Consider the
interoperability issues that
might exist

5. BTEP

Business Transformation
Engagement Programme

Engagement factors

vision

need

willingness to change

has the finance

has the resources

Business Case

Governance

Accountability

IT capacity to execute

6. Risk based analysis

financial risk

political risk

image risk

human risk

risk categorisation
initial risk

residual risk

7. Stakeholder Management

Development of a
communications plan

Stakeholders have concerns
Address those concerns with
Views and Viewpoints

8. Business Scenarios

Alternative mechanism to using
use cases

Agile stories

can be used to help clarify
requirements

can be used to capture current
processes so as to drive out
requirements for change

9. PESTLE Analysis

Political

Who is your project sponsor and what is their
power and influence reach in the organisation?

How is the project sponsor
viewed by other areas of the
business?

What third parties are
involved?

Who are the other key
stakeholders and how do they
fit into the organisation?

Economical

What is your project budget
and is it likely to be cut half-way
through the project?

How do you get things paid?

Can you sign expenditure off yourself?

What is your project sponsor’s
approach to budgetary tolerance?

What are the financial calculations required
for a robust business case (IRR, ROI etc)
and is your project constantly being
reviewed against them?

What is the procedure for financial
accountability of benefits?

Social

What is the group that your project will impact?

What are the training needs of that group?

What is the make up and morale of your project team?

Technological

How will you manage scope changes
when new developments arise?

What technology do you need to support
your team’s ways of working?

What technology are you deploying as part
of the project and how will this be done?

What are the technical constraints you
need to work within?

Legal

What health and safety regulations do you need to follow?

What other legislation do you need to follow?

What other regulatory frameworks do you need to work within?

What are the information governance and data
protection elements that you need to safeguard during
the project, including any test data used during testing?

Environmental

Is your project management ‘green’ (not
printing out emails etc)?

What is the environmental impact of your
project and how, if at all, do you intend to
address that?

10. BOSCARD

Background

Objectives

Scope

Constraints

Assumptions

Requirements

DeliverablesStatement of Architecture Work

11. Primary Input
Request for Architecture Work

12. Corporate Goals
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